OPEN DAY
Friday 20 September 2019

PROGRAMME

10:00-10:30 Introduction: Lecture Room 1
‘Oriental Studies at Oxford’
Professor Jieun Kiaer, Director of Undergraduate Admissions
Includes a question and answer session with current undergraduates

10:45am to c. 11:30am Meet the Tutor: Arabic, Chinese, Japanese (tbc), Egyptology and EANES (tbc), Turkish, Persian (tbc), Hebrew and Jewish Studies, and Sanskrit
Visitors will meet tutors of the subjects they are interested in studying

11:30am to c. 12.00pm Language Demonstrations: Arabic, Chinese, Japanese, Persian (tbc), Hebrew and Jewish Studies (tbc), Turkish (tbc) and Sanskrit

c. 12.00 pm End of programme – an opportunity to walk round the city and visit museums, other departments and colleges